






Ashes
The ashes should only be removed when the fire is out and has been left to cool completely. The wood bar 
can be removed to make access easier (figure 3).  Wood burns well in it’s own ash and so a thin layer of ash 
can be left in the bottom of the stove, this also helps to protect the base fire bricks.

Note: The above notes on operating your stove should be taken as guidlines only. Each stove 
installation is unique and the operation of each stove is subject to many variables including; the fuel 
used, the size of the room, chimney performance, ventilaion. As such, the best operation of your 
stove will be learned through experience only.

Maintenance & Cleaning
Any maintenance of the stove should only be carried out when it is cold. Daily maintenance is limited to 
vacuum cleaning the stove externally, or brushing down with a soft brush. Never use spirits to clean the 
stove, as this will remove the paint. Regularly check the flue exit from the stove to make sure there is no 
build up of deposits that will restrict the exit of the flue gasses.

Note: The stove must not be modified by an unauthorised person and any replacement parts should 
be as recommended by the manufacturer.

Chimney sweeping
The chimney should be swept a minimum once a year. If the stove is used regularly then the chimney should 
be swept more often.  Your stove should be given a preventive inspection every time the chimney is swept to 
check the door rope seal, door handle, fire bricks and baffle and to remove any build up of soot and ashes. 

Fire bricks
The fire brick insulation of the combustion chamber may, in time, become worn and damaged. Cracks in 
the insulation have no effect on the efficiency of the stove. The insulation only needs to be replaced if it has 
deteriorated to an extent  that the insulation is no longer protecting the steel of the stove from flames.

Glass
If the glass is blackened with soot, it can easily be cleaned using one of the many specialist stove glass 
cleaning products available from stove shops.

Surface
The high temperature paint finish normally requires no treatment.  Any damage or wear to small areas of 
the paint finish may be remedied using STOVEBRIGHT’s high temperature aerosol paint (colour ‘charcoal’, 
available from stove shops and from Firebelly). Make sure the stove is cold and read the instructions on the 
can carefully before applying the paint. 
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Operational problems

Blackened glass
• The wood is too damp. Only use wood stored for at least 12 months under cover and with a moisture level not 

exceeding 20% RH.
• Insufficient intake of air from the top air control. Open the top air control further. The air shield system is more efficient 

the more air is allowed to run over the glass panel.
• The stove is run at too low a temperature.

Smoke in the room when opening door
• Never open the door when there are high flames on the wood.
• Poor chimney performance - consult chimney sweep.
• Check the position of any fitted flue damper or stabiliser and make sure it is in the open position.

Uncontrollable combustion
• Damaged door seal. Fit new seal.
• If there is an excessive chimney draft - fit a draft stabiliser in the flue pipe - consult a chimney sweep.



Firebelly Stove Maintenance 

It is important to look after and maintain your Firebelly 

to enable you to enjoy the full benefits the stove offers. 

 

 When cleaning the exterior of your Firebelly, please do not use any wet, 

damp or abrasive cloths. Never use any chemicals, detergents or polish. 

The stove is extremely easy to clean and only required a dry, soft cloth 

when the stove is cold. 

 Be sure to never place anything on top of the stove as the heat will melt 

the object to the unit. 

 This stove reaches high temperatures, please do not touch any part of 

the stove whilst it is operating or still hot. 

 When loading the stove with fuel, be sure to place the logs inside the 

firebox. The stove is lined with a delicate material and any knocks or 

bangs can reduce the lifespan. 

 We recommend using high quality, dry or well‐seasoned wood to get the 

best performance from the stove and prolong the lifespan of the firebox 

linings.  

 Due to the unique AirShield Technology, the glass should always stay 

clean. However, burning damp or poor quality wood and materials other 

than wood will cause the glass to blacken. If this occurs, simply wipe 

clean with scrunched up newspaper. 

 The Firebelly is installed with a ropeseal around the glass and flue pipe. 

Please do not remove or adjust this seal. 

 We recommend to have the flue swept and inspected at least every 12 

months 

 



Common Name Botanical Name Comments Grade

Alder Alnus A low quality firewood Grade: 1

Apple Malus
Needs to be seasoned well. Burns well with a pleasant smell 
and without sparking/spitting. Grade: 3

Ash Fraxinus
low water content (approx. 50%) and can be split very easily 
with an axe. It can be burned green but like all wood is best Grade: 4

Beech Fagus
Beech has a high water content (approx. 90%) so only burns 
well when seasoned well. Not as good as Oak. Grade: 3

Birch Betula
Birch is an excellent firewood and will burn unseasoned. 
However, it does burn very fast so is best mixed with slower Grade: 3-4

Cedar Cedrus

g p
off a good, lasting heat. Doesn't spit too much and small 
pieces can be burned unseasoned Grade: 2

Cherry Prunus
Needs to be seasoned well. Burns well with a pleasant smell 
and without spitting. Grade: 2-3

Elm Ulmus

A good firewood but due to its high water content of 
approximately 140% (more water than wood!) it must be 
seasoned very well. It may need assistance from another 
faster burning wood such as Birch to keep it burning well. 
However it gives off a good, lasting heat and burns very 
slowly. Dutch Elm Disease is producing a constant & plentiful 
supply of small dead hedgerow Elm trees of a small diameter. 
Larger pieces of wood will prove difficult to split. Grade: 2-3

Eucalyptus Eucalyptus

Allow to season well since the wood is very wet (sappy) when 
fresh. Can be difficult to split due to stringy wood fibre. Best 
method is to slice into rings and allow to season during the 
summer, the rings will start to split themselves. Burns fast with 
a pleasant smell and without spitting. Grade: 2-3

Hawthorn Crataegus Good firewood. Burns well Grade: 3-4

Hazel Corylus
Excellent firewood. Allow to season. Burns fast but without 
spitting Grade: 4

Holly Ilex Can be burnt green. A good firewood Grade: 3

Hornbeam Carpinus Good firewood. Burns well Grade: 3

Horse Chestnut Aesculus A low quality firewood Grade: 2

Larch Larix
Needs to be seasoned well. Spits excessively while it burns and 
forms an oily soot within chimney's. Grade: 1

Lime Tilia A low quality firewood Grade: 2

Oak Quercus
One of the best firewood's. When seasoned well, it gives off a 
good, lasting heat. Burns reasonably slowly. Grade: 4

Pear Pyrus
Needs to be seasoned well. Burns well with a pleasant smell 
and without spitting. Grade: 3

Pine Pinus
Needs to be seasoned well. Spits while it burns and forms an 
oily soot within chimney's. Grade: 1

Plane Platanus A usable firewood Grade: 3

Poplar Populus Considered a poorer firewood (see comments below) Grade: 1

Rowan
Sorbus 
aucuparia Good firewood. Burns well Grade: 3

Spruce Picea A low quality firewood Grade: 2










